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Abstract. Strong X-flares and solar energetic particle (SEP)
fluxes are considered as sources of topside ionospheric dis-
turbances observed by the ROCSAT-1/IPEI instrument dur-
ing the Bastille Day event on 14 July 2000 and the Halloween
event on 28 October–4 November 2003. It was found that
within a prestorm period in the dayside ionosphere at alti-
tudes of∼600 km the ion density increased up to∼80% in
response to flare-associated enhancements of the solar X-ray
emission. Ionospheric response to the SEP events was re-
vealed both at sunlit and nightside hemispheres, where the
ion density increased up to∼40% and 100%, respectively.
We did not find any prominent response of the ion tem-
perature to the X-ray and SEP enhancements. The largest
X-ray and SEP impacts were found for the X17 solar flare
on 28 October 2003, which was characterized by the most
intense fluxes of solar EUV (Tsurutani et al., 2005) and rela-
tivistic solar particles (Veselovsky et al., 2004). Solar events
on 14 July 2000 and 29 October 2003 demonstrate weaker
impacts with respect to their X-ray and SEP intensities. The
weakest ionospheric response is observed for the limb X28
solar flare on 4 November 2003. The topside ionosphere re-
sponse to the extreme solar events is interpreted in terms of
the short-duration impact of the solar electromagnetic radia-
tion and the long-lasting impact of the SEP.

Keywords. Ionosphere (Solar radiation and cosmic ray
effects: Ionospheric disturbances) – Solar physics, astro-
physics and astronomy (Energetic particles)

1 Introduction

Extreme solar events are characterized by anomalous en-
hancements of solar hard electromagnetic emission in a fre-
quency range of up to gamma rays and/or of solar energetic

Correspondence to:A. V. Dmitriev
(dalex@jupiter.ss.ncu.edu.tw)

particles (SEP), with energies up to hundreds and thousands
of MeV. The solar radiation impacts the Earth’s ionosphere
almost immediately. The impact depends on the spectrum
and contents of the radiation (e.g. Mitra, 1974).

The present study regards two outstanding events which
occurred in the 23 solar cycle: Bastille Day on 14 July
2000 and the Halloween event on 28 October–4 Novem-
ber 2003. The Bastille Day solar flare on 14 July had a
class X5.7/3B such that the GOES-10 detected the peak in-
tensity of 1-min X-ray flux in the 1–8 Angstrom (Å) range
of about 6·10−4 Watts/m2. The response of the ionospheric
total electron contents (TEC) at sunlit hemisphere to that
flare is reported to be about 5 TECU (Zhang et al., 2002a;
Liu et al., 2004; Tsurutani et al., 2005), which corresponds
to an ∼7% increase above the background of∼69 TECU
(1 TECU=1012 electrons/cm−2). The Halloween event was
accompanied by several extremely strong solar flares. The
28 October flare was class X17/4B and the GOES-10 X-ray
peak intensity reached up to 18·10−4 Watts/m2. Its iono-
spheric impact, estimated by Tsurutani et al. (2005), and
Zhang and Xiao (2005) was, respectively,∼25 TECU and
17.6 TECU or∼30% and∼21% above the background. The
X10/3B flare on 29 October (GOES-10 X-ray peak intensity
of ∼10·10−4 Watts/m2) produced an∼5 TECU (∼6%) en-
hancement (Tsurutani et al., 2005). The largest in the NOAA
records X28/3B class flare on 4 November caused an∼5–7
(∼5–7%) TECU enhancement (Tsurutani et al., 2005). Note
that the X-class of the 4 November 2003 flare was estimated
only approximately because of saturation of the GOES X-ray
detector in the 1–8̊A range. Thus, based on the ionospheric
D-region response, Thomson et al. (2005) estimated for that
flare a peak magnitude of X45±5.

Two questions arise from above: 1. Why did the relatively
weaker flare on 28 October causes the largest TEC enhance-
ment? 2. Why did the extraordinary flare on 4 November
produce practically the same TEC enhancement as the rela-
tively moderate flares on 14 July and 29 October? Tsurutani
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Figure 1. Solar radiation, ionospheric and geomagnetic conditions preceding the Bastille Day 

from 11 to 15 July, 2000 (from top to bottom): solar X-ray fluxes with wavelength 0.5-4 Å 

(gray line) and 1-8 Å (black line); integral fluxes of the interplanetary protons with energies 

>5 MeV (black line), >30 MeV (dashed line) and >100 MeV (gray line); average temperature 

(K), density (cm-3), and vertical ion drift velocity measured in the top-side ionosphere by the 

ROCSAT-1/ IPEI during sunlit (gray circles) and nightside passes (black triangles); 

geomagnetic indices Kp (dashed histogram, right axis) and 1-min Dst (solid line).  
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Fig. 1. Solar radiation, ionospheric and geomagnetic conditions
preceding the Bastille Day from 11 to 15 July 2000 (from top to
bottom): solar X-ray fluxes with wavelength 0.5–4Å (gray line)
and 1–8Å (black line); integral fluxes of the interplanetary protons
with energies>5 MeV (black line),>30 MeV (dashed line) and
>100 MeV (gray line); average temperature (K), density (cm−3),
and vertical ion drift velocity measured in the top-side ionosphere
by the ROCSAT-1/ IPEI during sunlit (gray circles) and night-
side passes (black triangles); geomagnetic indices Kp (dashed his-
togram, right axis) and 1-min Dst (solid line).

et al. (2005) revealed that the EUV spectrum of the 28 Octo-
ber flare is much different from the other flares, namely in the
wavelength range 260–340Å that flare is larger by more than
a factor of two. The relatively weak EUV emission of the
limb flare on 4 November is due to a strong center-to-limb ef-
fect for the EUV (Donnelly, 1976) and, thus, the ionospheric
impact of the limb flare should also be smaller (Zhang et al.,
2002b).

One more interesting feature reported by Tsurutani et
al. (2005) is the remarkable difference between the TEC
enhancements and EUV (as well as X-ray) time profiles.
Firstly, the TEC peaks are slightly (∼10 min) delayed from
the flare peaks. Secondly, the duration of TEC enhancements
is lasting several hours, that is much longer than the flare du-
ration. On the other hand, a high correlation was found be-
tween the rate of TEC variations and hard X-ray variations
observed by Yohkoh in the band of 53-93 keV (Afraimovich
et al., 2001; Zhang and Xiao, 2003). In other words, the fast
TEC variations are closely related to the solar hard electro-
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Figure 2. The same as in Figure 1 but for the Halloween event on October 27-29, 2003. 
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Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but for the Halloween event on
27–29 October 2003.

magnetic emission while their gradual changes are different.
Hence, an additional factor should be considered to explain
the difference between the gradual dynamics of the solar
emission and ionospheric response. Tsurutani et al. (2005)
suggested that the long-lasting TEC variations are controlled
significantly by slow (several hours) electron loss via direct
recombination at altitudes below 200 km.

Another possible factor affecting the ionosphere is the so-
lar energetic particles (Reid, 1965). In contrast to the fast
(∼1 h) flare emission, the SEP enhancements are character-
ized by gradual variations with characteristic times of several
hours. Moreover, the SEP affect high and middle latitudes
around the whole globe. Hence, the ionospheric impact of
the SEP can be easily distinguished at nightside hemisphere,
where effects from the hard electromagnetic emission are mi-
nor (e.g. Zhang and Xiao, 2005).

The solar flares on 14 July 2000 and 28 and 29 October
2003 generated extremely intensive fluxes of the relativis-
tic SEP, which ground level enhancements (GLE) were mea-
sured by neutron monitors, while the limb flare on 4 Novem-
ber did not produce GLE (Veselovsky et al., 2004). The GLE
on 28 October was larger (maximum effect of∼45%) than
those of the other two GLEs with maximum effects of∼35%.
The relativistic SEP fluxes were so intense at∼12 UT on
28 October that they caused a radiation dose enhancement on
board the International Space Station (Panasyuk et al., 2004).

Ann. Geophys., 24, 1469–1477, 2006 www.ann-geophys.net/24/1469/2006/
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The topside ionosphere contributes∼25% to the TEC en-
hancements (Leonovich et al., 2002). In the present study
we analyze the impact of both the solar X-ray emission and
SEP to the topside ionosphere at both sunlit and nightside
hemispheres during the Bastille Day and Halloween events.

2 Data

Solar radiation, ionospheric and geomagnetic conditions dur-
ing the Bastille Day event on 11–15 July 2000, the Hal-
loween event on 27–29 October 2003 and 2–5 November
2003 are presented in Figs. 1–3, respectively. Data on solar
X-rays with wavelengths 0.5–4̊A and 1–8Å and SEP with
energies up to>100 MeV measured by GOES-10 satellite
were acquired from the SPIDR database (http://spidr.ngdc.
noaa.gov/spidr/). Note that the fluxes of protons with en-
ergies of tens of MeV observed at geosynchronous orbit are
very close to that observed in the interplanetary medium (Co-
hen et al., 2001). Geomagnetic conditions are characterized
by the Kp index and 1-min Dst index, which are provided by
Kyoto WDC (http://swdcdb.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp).

Topside ionospheric conditions are observed by a near-
Earth satellite ROCSAT-1 (Chang et al., 1999). The satellite
has a circular Sun-synchronous day-night orbit with∼600-
km height and 35◦ inclination, which permits reaching up to
48◦ of the geomagnetic latitude. The ionospheric Plasma and
Electrodynamics Instrument (IPEI) on board the ROCSAT-1
consists of an ion trap, a pair of ion drift meters and a re-
tarding potential analyzer (Yeh et al., 1999). The IPEI pro-
vides experimental information about such main ionospheric
plasma characteristics as ion density, temperature, composi-
tion and a vector of drift velocity, with high (up to 10−3 s)
temporal resolution.

In the present study we use IPEI data on the ion density,
temperature and vertical drift velocity with 1-s resolution.
The ion density corresponds to a local balance among the
ionization, recombination and transport processes in a quasi-
steady-state ionosphere. The temperature variation reflects
an intensity of energy change. The vertical velocity of iono-
spheric plasma reveals the dynamical processes.

For statistical analysis the 1-s data were averaged within
∼45-min intervals, during which the ROCSAT-1 was located
at sunlit or at nightside hemispheres. Note that the averaging
procedure mixes the ionospheric conditions at low and mid-
dle (up to 48◦) geomagnetic latitudes. Figures 1–3 show the
time profiles of the averaged ionospheric parameters for the
considered time intervals. We separate variations of the day-
side and nightside ionospheric conditions, which have sub-
stantially different dynamics. One can see prominent diur-
nal variations of the ionospheric parameters, especially at the
nightside hemisphere. This is due to the variation of the lon-
gitudinal and latitudinal location of the satellite, namely the
South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) significantly affects the ion
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Figure 3. The same as in Figure 1 but for time interval 2-5 November 2003. 
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Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 1 but for time interval 2-5 November
2003.

density and velocity. The ion temperature is higher when the
satellite passes higher geomagnetic latitudes.

The∼45-min averaging permits studying the ionospheric
response to solar radiation enhancements with a characteris-
tic duration of tens of minutes. The solar radiation effects can
be hidden by the diurnal variations and also by geomagnetic
disturbances. Geomagnetic storms perturb strongly the entire
ionosphere (e.g. Basu et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2005; Mannucci
et al., 2005; Yizengaw et al., 2005), such that the ion temper-
ature, density and velocity variations become irregular and
grow to hundreds of percents in comparison with the pre-
storm conditions. Accurate determination of the ionospheric
background conditions is required for the identification and
numerical estimation of the solar radiation impact.

3 Background problem

A problem of the background conditions is solved in two
steps. Firstly, we select geomagnetically quiet days. We also
take into account on the appearance and magnitude of X-ray
flares and SEP fluxes at those days. Secondly, we determine
and subtract the diurnal variations at the quiet days from the
ionospheric variations accompanied with the solar radiation
enhancements.

The geomagnetic disturbances can be revealed easily as
increases in the Kp index and/or as large negative Dst varia-
tions. An interval on 11–13 July 2000 preceding the Bastille

www.ann-geophys.net/24/1469/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, 1469–1477, 2006
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Figure 4. An adjustment of three ROCSAT-1 orbits on October 27 (gray dotted lines, 3 min 

time delay), 28 (solid lines, no delay) and 29 (gray dashed lines, -4 min time delay). The 

panels indicate (from top to bottom): the satellite geographic location, altitude, local time, 

measured ion density and temperature in log scale, and vertical ion drift velocity. The 

ionospheric conditions for different passes are much different, despite their spatial location is 

very close.  
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Fig. 4. An adjustment of three ROCSAT-1 orbits on 27 October
(gray dotted lines, 3-min time delay), 28 (solid lines, no delay) and
29 (gray dashed lines, –4 min time delay). The panels indicate (from
top to bottom): the satellite geographic location, altitude, local time,
measured ion density and temperature in log scale, and vertical ion
drift velocity. The ionospheric conditions for different passes are
much different, despite their spatial location is very close.

Day is presented in Fig. 1. Several solar X-ray enhancements
and magnetic storms with Kp up to 7 accompany that inter-
val. A geomagnetically quiet day is 12 July, but it is slightly
disturbed by the X2 solar flare at∼10:30 UT. The Bastille
event was initiated by a X5.7/3B solar flare, which occurred
at 10:24 UT on 14 July in an active region 9077, located very
close to the center of the Sun’s visible disk. The flare caused
very effective acceleration of the SEP up to relativistic en-
ergies. Integral fluxes of the SEP with energies>100 MeV
exceede 300 particles/(cm2 s sr). There were no prominent
SEP enhancements on 12 July. Hence we can neglect the
effect from the X2 flare and accept 12 July as a day with
background ionospheric conditions.

During the Halloween event we consider separately two
time intervals: 27–29 October and 2–6 November 2003. As
one can see in Fig. 2, 27 October is a pretty quiet day. There
were no strong X-ray flares, SEP enhancements or geomag-
netic disturbances on that day. Hence, ionospheric conditions
on 27 October can be considered as a background for pertur-
bations on 28–29 October, which were caused by extremely
intensive X-ray flares, SEP enhancements and a strong geo-
magnetic storm. The latter one began at∼06 UT, on 29 Oc-
tober and disturbed the ionosphere dramatically. During the
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Figure 5. Topside ionosphere response to the solar event on July 14, 2000 (from top to 

bottom): solar 1-8 Å X-ray emission and its ~45 min averages (circles); integral flux IP100 of 

the SEP with energies >100 MeV (solid line), its ~45 min averages (crosses), and average 

spectral indices γ60 (diamonds) and γ10 (squares); relative changes of the ion temperature dT/T 

and density dD/D; vertical ion drift velocity Vup; geomagnetic indices Kp (dashed histogram, 

right axis) and 1-min Dst (solid line). Gray and black symbols indicate ~45 min averages 

calculated, respectively, for sunlit and nightside passes of the ROCSAT-1. Vertical dashed 

lines depict the solar flare at 1020 UT and geomagnetic storm onset at 1535 UT.  
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Fig. 5. Topside ionosphere response to the solar event on 14 July
2000 (from top to bottom): solar 1–8̊A X-ray emission and its∼45-
min averages (circles); integral flux IP100 of the SEP with ener-
gies>100 MeV (solid line), its∼45-min averages (crosses), and
average spectral indicesγ60 (diamonds) andγ10 (squares); relative
changes of the ion temperaturedT /T and densitydD/D; vertical
ion drift velocity Vup; geomagnetic indices Kp (dashed histogram,
right axis) and 1-min Dst (solid line). Gray and black symbols indi-
cate∼45-min averages calculated, respectively, for sunlit and night-
side passes of the ROCSAT-1. Vertical dashed lines depict the solar
flare at 10:20 UT and geomagnetic storm onset at 15:35 UT.

storm the topside ionosphere temperature, density and fluc-
tuations of the vertical velocity increased substantially.

The time interval on 2–4 November 2003 (see Fig. 3) is ac-
companied by several intense X-ray flares and moderate SEP
enhancements. Moreover, there is a negative temporal trend
in the topside ionospheric temperature and density. This is
due to a poststorm enhancement of the equatorial ionization
anomaly (Lin et al., 2005). The 5 November day looks rel-
atively quiet. There are no storms or X-ray flares on that
day, and the SEP flux becomes weak as well. Thus, we se-
lected that day as background for the ionospheric perturba-
tions on 4 November which were caused by strong geomag-
netic storms and by an extremely intense X-ray flare.

In order to subtract the background accurately we adjust
the ROCSAT-1 orbits at the quiet days to mostly close or-
bits at the disturbed days. Figure 4 demonstrates an exam-
ple of the adjustment of three ROCSAT-1 orbits on 27, 28

Ann. Geophys., 24, 1469–1477, 2006 www.ann-geophys.net/24/1469/2006/
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Figure 6. The same as in Figure 5 but for the Halloween event on October 28-29, 2003. 

Vertical dashed lines depict solar flares at 1005 UT 28 October and at ~2130 UT 29 October, 

and geomagnetic storm sudden commencement at ~0610 UT 29 October.  
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 5 but for the Halloween event on
28–29 October, 2003. Vertical dashed lines depict solar flares at
10:05 UT, on 28 October and at∼21:30 UT, on 29 October, and
the geomagnetic storm sudden commencement at∼06:10 UT, on
29 October.

and 29 October 2003. The passes on 27 and 29 October are
shifted on 3 min and –4 min, respectively, to obtain the best
coincidence with the pass at 11:20–12:55 UT on 28 October.
One can see that the latitudes, altitudes and local times of the
adjusted orbits are very close. Moreover, the ion density and
temperature profiles are pretty similar, except fot the night-
time storm-associated features.

By this way we adjust all the orbits on 14 July with
12 July 2000 (background day), on 28 and 29 October with
27 October 2003 (background day), and on 4 November with
5 November (background day). Subtracting the background
at quiet days, we suppress the diurnal variations. The resid-
ual time profiles bring us information about the solar radia-
tion impact to the topside ionosphere.

4 Analysis

From the residual data we calculate the relative changes
in the ion densitydD/D and temperaturedT /T as (Pdist–
Pbg)/Pbg, wherePdist andPbg are∼45-min averaged values
at disturbed and quiet (background) days, respectively. Fig-
ures 5–7 show the results of the subtraction. Note that we
distinguish dayside and nightside passes in order to separate
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Figure 7. Strongly perturbed topside ionosphere at sunlit hemisphere before the X28 solar 

flare at ~2100 UT on November 4, 2003 (from top to bottom): solar X-ray emission with 

wavelengths 1-8 Å; relative changes of the ion temperature dT/T and density dD/D; vertical 

ion drift velocity Vup; geomagnetic indices Kp (dashed histogram, right axis) and 1-min Dst 

(solid line). Circles indicate values of the parameters, which are averaged within daytime 

passes of the ROCSAT-1. Vertical dashed lines depict the interval around the solar flare time. 
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Fig. 7. Strongly perturbed topside ionosphere at sunlit hemisphere
before the X28 solar flare at∼21:00 UT on 4 November 2003 (from
top to bottom): solar X-ray emission with wavelengths 1-8Å; rela-
tive changes of the ion temperaturedT /T and densitydD/D; ver-
tical ion drift velocity Vup; geomagnetic indices Kp (dashed his-
togram, right axis) and 1-min Dst (solid line). Circles indicate val-
ues of the parameters, which are averaged within daytime passes of
the ROCSAT-1. Vertical dashed lines depict the interval around the
solar flare time.

the X-ray effect at the sunlit hemisphere from the SEP radia-
tion effects at both sunlit and nightside hemispheres.

For a qualitative analysis we use∼45-min averages of
the 1–8Å solar X-ray flux, corresponding to the ROCSAT-
1 passes at sunlit hemisphere. For both dayside and night-
side passes we calculate∼45-min averages of the>100 MeV
SEP flux. A spectrum of the SEP is characterized by average
spectral indicesγ60 andγ10 in the energy ranges of>60 MeV
and>10 MeV, respectively. We assume here a power shape
of the spectrum, such thatγE1=log(IE1/IE2)/log(E2/E1),
where IE1 and IE2 are∼45-min averaged integral fluxes of
the SEP with energies>E1 and>E2, respectively. For the
energy range>60(>10) MeV we take E1=60(10) MeV and
E2=100(60) MeV.

Figure 5 demonstrates the ionospheric response to the
X5.7 flare on 14 July 2000. Before the flare onset at
∼10:10 UT the ionospheric conditions are close to the back-
ground (dT /T ∼0 anddD/D∼0), except for the nightside
region at 00:00–05:00 UT. The latter is probably due to
a redundant effect of the geomagnetic storm on 11 July
(see Fig. 1). At∼10:10–10:30 UT the ROCSAT-1 ob-
serves the ion density increase up to 40% at the sunlit hemi-
sphere. There is no prominent change in the ion density on

www.ann-geophys.net/24/1469/2006/ Ann. Geophys., 24, 1469–1477, 2006
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Figure 8. Scatter plot of the average >100 MeV SEP fluxes versus average solar 1-8 Å X-ray 

fluxes corresponding to the ROCSAT-1 passes at sunlit hemisphere during the considered 

solar events (depicted by vertical dashed lines in Figures 5-7). Horizontal dashed line restricts 

a lower threshold for the predominant SEP effects.  
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Fig. 8. Scatter plot of the average>100 MeV SEP fluxes versus
average solar 1–8̊A X-ray fluxes corresponding to the ROCSAT-1
passes at sunlit hemisphere during the considered solar events (de-
picted by vertical dashed lines in Figs. 5–7). Horizontal dashed line
restricts a lower threshold for the predominant SEP effects.

the nightside. At that time the temperature increases only
slightly (<10%) at sunlit hemisphere.

During the following dayside pass at 11:20–12:10 UT and
nightside pass at 12:15–13:00 UT the relativistic SEP fluxes
significantly enhance, while the X-ray flux decreases dramat-
ically. The ion plasma density increases both at the sunlit and
nightside hemispheres. At that time the SEP spectral index
γ10 is small and theγ60 gradually increases, which indicates
the decrease in the relativistic SEP fluxes. After the geo-
magnetic storm commencement at 15:35 UT the ionospheric
dynamics changes dramatically and the solar radiation effect
is hidden by the high amplitude storm-time ionospheric per-
turbations.

A much more prominent solar radiation impact to the iono-
sphere is revealed on 28 October (Fig. 6). The dayside ion
density and temperature vary well with the X17 flare dynam-
ics and the peak density is estimated to be>80%. From
∼12:00 UT to 24:00 UT, on 28 October, the spectral indices
of the enhanced SEP fluxes change slowly. The indexγ10
stays about 0.7 andγ60 increases gradually from 2 to 2.5.
Such spectral dynamics indicates that the SEP fluxes are ef-
fectively accelerated to very high energies by the interplane-
tary shock ahead of an extremely fast CME (Dmitriev et al.,
2005). At that time the ion temperature and density increase
at both sunlit and nightside hemispheres. Since 00:00 UT, on
29 October, the SEP spectrum is softening with the CME ap-
proaching the Earth. The high-energy SEP flux is decreasing
and the ionospheric density and temperature are dropping.

Since 06:00 UT the ionospheric conditions are controlled
by the great geomagnetic storm. At the end of 29 October,
during dayside passes of the ROCSAT-1 at 21:00–21:45 UT
and at 22:35–23:15 UT, the ionospheric temperature and ion
density demonstrate a prominent positive change, which is
accompanied by the X10 solar flare. The SEP effect to the
ionosphere is difficult to identify at that time because of
significant storm-time ionospheric variations, especially at
nightside hemisphere.

It is important to note that the solar radiation does not
influence the vertical ion drift velocity. As can be clearly
seen in Figs. 5-7, the drift velocity at the sunlit hemisphere
does not demonstrate any prominent response to the sud-
den increase of solar X-ray emission. During the SEP en-
hancements the pattern of velocity variations is similar to
the undisturbed conditions. However, the variations increase
dramatically during the geomagnetic storms.

A positive response of the sunlit ionospheric density and
temperature to an extremely intensive X28 solar flare at
19:50–20:35 UT and at 21:30–22:15 on 4 November 2003 is
shown in Fig. 7. In the present case the solar flare impacts the
ionosphere, which has already been perturbed by the strong
geomagnetic storm at∼06:00–1200 UT. It is rather difficult
to estimate the relative contributions of the solar flare and
poststorm effects to the ionospheric perturbations. In the
first approach we attribute the ion density and temperature
variations to the X-ray flare effect only. However, the actual
ionospheric response to the flare could be smaller than the
observed variation.

The radiation conditions affecting the dayside ionosphere
during the extreme solar events are summarized on a scatter
plot of the SEP fluxes versus solar X-ray emission (Fig. 8).
Two regions can be distinguished from the scatter plot. The
first one corresponds to very intense SEP fluxes of more than
50 (cm2 s sr)−1 with relatively weak X-ray fluxes. Hence,
the SEP effects can be assumed to be predominant in that
region. The second region is located below the threshold of
50 (cm2 s sr)−1, where the X-rays are very intense. Thus,
in that region the solar X-ray effect prevails. Note that this is
not a strict separation, namely both the X-ray and SEP effects
contribute significantly to the points characterized by the X-
ray flux above 4*10−5 W/m2 and the SEP flux of more than
10 (cm2 s sr)−1. However, in the first approach we neglect
the latter effect.

Figure 9 shows the topside ionosphere response to the X-
ray fluxes which corresponds to the second region. Despite
a wide scattering of the data points, one can see a positive
proportionality between the logarithm of the 1–8Å flux and
the relative changes in the ion density. The response of ion
temperature is very much scattered and it does not exceed
10%. The most prominent temperature variation of∼17%
on 29 October is substantially contributed to by storm-time
geomagnetic disturbances. Hence it is difficult to conclude
about the temperature dependence on the X-ray emission.
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Figure 9. Relative change of the topside ionospheric temperature (upper panel) and ion 

density (lower panel) versus solar 1-8 Å X-ray fluxes.  
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Fig. 9. Relative change in the topside ionospheric temperature (up-
per panel) and ion density (lower panel) versus solar 1–8Å X-ray
fluxes.

Ionospheric effects of the SEP at sunlit and nighside hemi-
spheres are summarized in the scatter plots presented in
Fig. 10. Statistically, the ionospheric density increases with
the SEP fluxes. The SEP effect on the dayside is about two
times smaller than that of the X-ray effect (Fig. 9). On the
other hand, the response of ion density is much larger at
night, such that the density increases up to∼100% on 28 Oc-
tober. It is rather difficult to fit the points in Fig. 10b because
of very wide scattering. For the SEP event on 28 October
2003 one can see that the relative change in the ionospheric
density increases proportionally to the logarithm of the pro-
ton flux. However, the Bastille Day event breaks that pat-
tern. The ion temperature response of∼10% is scattered
very widely, so we cannot find any relationship between the
temperature and the>100 MeV SEP fluxes.

5 Discussion and summary

From the analyses of the Bastille Day and Halloween events
we have found the topside ionosphere responses to both so-
lar X-ray and SEP enhancements. The ion density increases
by tens of percents with increasing X-ray and SEP intensity.
The solar radiation enhancements are accompanied with en-
hanced ion temperature (up to 10%). However, we did not
find a direct proportionality between the ionospheric temper-
ature and the X-ray or SEP intensity. Note that the iono-
spheric response to the solar radiation is much weaker than
the storm-time ionospheric perturbations.

We should emphasize that the solar X-rays and SEP ex-
pose different spatial regions of the ionosphere. The so-
lar electromagnetic emission mainly influences the subso-
lar region (Zhang and Xiao, 2005), while the SEP affects
the ionosphere at high and middle latitudes. Note that in
classical dipole approach (e.g. Reid, 1965) the solar protons
with energy∼100 MeV are unable to penetrate directly to the
ROCSAT-1 orbit, due to a high cutoff threshold of>3 GeV
at geomagnetic latitudes<48◦. However, for considering the
SEP penetration the dipole approach is too rough. Leske et
al. (2001) reported that the protons with energy∼30 MeV
penetrate directly to geomagnetic latitudes of∼64◦ (instead
of ∼80◦ in the dipole approach) during quiet geomagnetic
conditions and even to lower latitudes during geomagnetic
storms. Apparently the SEP, with energies of about hundreds
of MeV should penetrate to lower latitudes.

Perhaps the observed ionospheric response to the SEP is
due to ionization at middle and high latitudes. Moreover,
the SEP penetration boundary is located at lower latitudes
in the nighttime (Ivanova et al., 1985), which could partially
explain the larger response of the ionospheric density to the
SEP at the nightside hemisphere. As we have found the SEP
impact at night is comparable to the X-ray impact at the sunlit
hemisphere.

The wide spreading of the ionospheric response indicated
in Fig. 10 can be partially explained by various maximum ge-
omagnetic latitudes, which are passed by the ROCSAT-1. A
stronger response corresponds to higher latitudes. Moreover,
for some sunlit passes, the SEP and X-ray effects are over-
lapped. Hence, the sunlit ionospheric response should be fit-
ted as a two-parametric function of the X-ray and SEP fluxes
with an additional correction on the orbit location. Because
more data are required for such a fitting, in the present study
we consider the X-ray and SEP effects separately. However,
as one can see in Fig. 8, the separation is sometime ambigu-
ous. Hence, the numerical dependencies presented in Figs. 9
and 10 should be considered as a first approach.

Quantitative comparison of the topside ionosphere re-
sponses to the X-ray solar flares (see Fig. 9) has revealed that
the largest increase in the ion density occurred on 28 October.
The flares on 29 October and 14 July are less intensive and
their ionospheric impacts are also weaker, accordingly. The
ionospheric response to the X28 limb flare on 4 November
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Figure 10. Relative change of the topside ionospheric temperature (upper panels) and ion 

density (lower panels) versus >100 MeV SEP fluxes at the sunlit (a) and the nightside (b) 

hemispheres.  
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Fig. 10. Relative change of the topside ionospheric temperature (upper panels) and ion density (lower panels) versus>100 MeV SEP fluxes
at the sunlit(a) and the nightside(b) hemispheres.

is the weakest. This is in good agreement with the previous
studies of the TEC response to the X-ray flares.

The strongest SEP impact to the ionosphere is also ob-
served on 28 October. Ionospheric responses to the SEP on
14 July and 29 October are weaker, though the most intensive
SEP fluxes are detected on 14 July. This inconsistency can be
explained by the difference in the SEP spectra. Indeed, it has
been reported that the highest maximum effect of the GLE
(up to 45%) was detected on 28 October. This is because
more intensive fluxes of the relativistic solar particles were
observed than those observed on 14 July and 29 October. The
difference between the relativistic parts of SEP spectra can
also explain significant scattering of the ionospheric response
to the>100 MeV SEP fluxes (see Fig. 10). We can therefore
suggest the SEP impact as an additional factor which con-
tributes to the long-lasting TEC enhancements reported by

Tsurutani et al. (2005), especially at middle and high lati-
tudes.

Finally, we can interpret the different ionospheric re-
sponses to the extreme solar events. The X-ray flares have
different impacts on the topside ionosphere, as well as on the
TEC, depending on the different EUV spectra of the flares
as suggested by Tsurutani et al. (2005). The largest ion den-
sity and TEC enhancement on 28 October are caused by the
most intense EUV emission from the X17 central solar flare
on that day. The largest SEP impact on the ionosphere is also
revealed for the solar event on 28 October which was accom-
panied by very intense fluxes of high energy SEP with hard
spectrum. This event is characterized by the most intense
fluxes of the relativistic solar particles. The high-energy SEP
fluxes can contribute also to the unusually long-lasting TEC
enhancements observed after the extreme solar events.
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